
• JIRA + CONFLUENCE for Task Management, Documentaon

• EXCEL, GOOGLE SHEETS for Data Analysis, Economy Design

• FLURRY, GAME ANALYTICS for KPI and Event-based Analycs

• INVISION, PHOTOSHOP for Design Mockups and Presentaons

• UNITY C# for Prototyping and Communicaon

SKILLS
 SCRUM

 LEADERSHIP

 PLANNING

 GAME DIRECTION & DESIGN

 MARKET KNOWLEDGE & RESEARCH

PERSONAL SKILLS

A variety of client-focused games in project management, designer and 
programmer roles. A focus on developing games for researched 
markets and Scrum project planning. Also with courses developing 
creave wring, markeng, and 2D & 3D art skills. 

COMPUTER GAMES DESIGN STORY DEV., 1ST CLASS BAHONS

2008  2011

UNIVERSITY OF EAST LONDON

EDUCATION

I designed and managed many features for the game aimed at 
improving user retenon and engagement, including a tamagotchi-like 
pet system, a makeup design tool, and group chat, among others. I also 
brought the unique MSP web experience to the mobile space with a 
brand new interface and app. 

GAME DESIGNER

2013  2014

MOVIESTARPLANET

As Lead Designer on Machineers, my responsibilies focused on puzzle 
design and wring the story and character dialogue. My role expanded 
into planning sprints and managing the roadmap and producon 
backlog.

LEAD DESIGNER

2014  2015

LOHIKA

Using Scrum methodologies, my role was to ensure our live F2P 
products received frequent feature updates and our in-development 
products engaged players and launched to meet milestones and 
targets. I was responsible for designing our game features, balancing 
in-game economies, and planning the roadmaps and sprints.

PRODUCT MANAGER

2015  2017

HUGO GAMES

Using user analycs and my UX design experience, I design apps for a 
number of global clients, aimed at improving inter-organisaonal 
communicaon and informaon sharing for employees, and paent 
welfare apps for the healthcare sector. We digitally transform old 
pracces into modern procedures for clear, consistent and easy to use 

DESIGNER

2017  PRESENT

BRIDGEIT

WORK EXPERIENCE

www.darylh.com/porolio /in/DarylHornsby @DarylHornsby

With over 5 years of experience working with projects of different 
scopes and audiences, I am equipped with the knowledge to bring a 
product to market through concept, planning, execuon and live 
support. Forged in the fires of rapid, SCRUM-based game 
development, I'm eager for new challenges in new markets.Copenhagen, Denmark

+45 31333189
iam@darylh.com

PRODUCT MANAGER

Daryl Hornsby



As a Game Designer at MovieStarPlanet, my responsibilies included 
designing in-game acvies to keep the F2P online game fresh. I worked as 
part of a cross-discipline team managing the JIRA backlog, planning sprints, 
priorising tasks for the features I designed. I moved our design 
documentaon from stac documents into Confluence, improving 
communicaon within the team and allowing programmers and arsts to 
contribute and modify the documentaon as required, which proved to be 
crucial in a crucial in a company with frequent changes across teams.

While MovieStarPlanet was a big hit as a web plaorm, it had struggled for 
a couple of years to succeed on mobile. To improve this, I created a new 
tablet-focussed UI design that would bring the web experience to tablets, 
allowing us to develop features for both web and tablet as easily as 
possible. That app is now on phone too, and has over 10 million downloads 
on Google Play alone.

MOVIESTARPLANET

Machineers was a premium mobile puzzle game designed to teach children 
programming skills. Each puzzle component we introduced presented a 
core coding skill, teaching our players to think like programmers while 
having a fun and engaging experience.

II worked as the Lead Designer in a small team of developers. My role was 
very hands-on inside Unity and included the design of puzzles, wring the 
story and dialogue as well producer responsibilies such as managing the 
backlog and planning sprints. A er releasing the first episode, I worked on 
adapng the UX for our Steam PC release with episode 2.

LOHIKA GAMES

As Producer at Hugo Games, I managed their internally developed Free to 
Play mobile porolio, including an adventurous match 3 game and a 
next-generaon farm game with excing world exploraon features. I led a 
team of 10 developers and arsts in deciding the roadmap, planning 
sprints, and designing their features and economies. I also worked with our 
partner studio Fuzzy Frog in both Copenhagen and No ngham to help 
design new game features to reach Key Performance Indicator targets. 

II used JIRA and Confluence for task tracking and documentaon, and 
Scrum methodologies to ensure connuous communicaon. I worked with 
markeng and C-level stakeholders to plan promoons and determine 
which KPIs should be improved.

HUGO GAMES

At BridgeIT, I design B2B employee and paent engagement apps for large 
businesses, government bodies and the healthcare sector. This involves 
meeng with clients to discuss their needs, and working with our 
development team to design apps that meet and exceed those needs. I 
work in Copenhagen with a development team based in Romania, with 
daily video meengs and live documentaon for project communicaon. I 
use analycs from live projects to inform the design of new apps and 
updaupdates for the wide variety of clients we work with.

I frequently pitch new proposals to potenal and exisng clients, and I 
meet with them for UX tesng and to deliver products and reports. I work 
with clients from around the globe such as MAN Diesel, Sikorsky, and BRF 
Kredit.

BRIDGEIT

PORTFOLIO


